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About SCORR Marketing 
SCORR Marketing is the leading full-service marketing agency for the health science industry. 
Executing globally, SCORR partners with companies involved in the research, development, and 
commercialization of biopharmaceutical and device products, as well as those delivering health care 
products and services. SCORR provides integrated programs to help clients achieve their goals and 
improve health and well-being worldwide. Learn more at SCORRMarketing.com.

SO, YOU WANT MORE FROM YOUR MARKETING? 
You’re part of an exciting, innovative company with something unique to offer. But, in today’s saturated playing 
field, you need to hit the right audience at the right time and in the right way — on the first try. You need to 
maintain your brand’s integrity while making it stand out in the best possible way. You need to innovate and 
engage while managing limited time and resources and proving ROI. You need marketing that means more, 
you need SCORR Marketing. 

Strategy That Delivers 
 ʁ Alignment within your team to define  

and meet KPIs

 ʁ A unique approach to your marketing  
plan, based on health science expertise 

 ʁ Partnership development focused on  
business goals 

Marketing That Produces Results 
 ʁ Custom deliverables that will set you up  

for success 

 ʁ A proactive team that keeps you ahead  
of industry trends 

 ʁ Fast scaling supported by well-established  
resources to keep private equity firms happy 

What to Expect When Working With SCORR
When you work with SCORR, you’re getting so much more than an average agency. You’re getting a true partner that provides: 

Connect With Us

A Dedicated Team That’s  
an Extension of Yours 

 ʁ Strategic thought partners eager to deliver  
on ROI 

 ʁ Support and creativity across every  
essential department 

 ʁ A deep bench of industry experts that fall  
in love with your problems, not their solutions 

Proven Performance 
 ʁ Regular presentations to demonstrate  

results, prove ROI, and provide opportunities  
for transparent conversations

 ʁ Detailed metrics reports you can easily present 
to your leadership team 

 ʁ A living, breathing strategy based on your goals, 
we never set it and forget it because we base 
our success off of yours
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